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Founded in 1994; Boecker® Public Health has continuously been at the forefront of environmental health services including pest
management, food safety and biosecurity services and products. Boecker®’s extensive presence in the Middle East placed it as a
global player with strong strategic partnerships with the world’s most renowned research and excellence centres as well as
leading producers of high quality products and systems.
Boecker® services are acclaimed for their highest quality and distinguished client services that remain at the core of the
Boecker® promise to retain “extremely satisfied clients©”.

Our Partners
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Harnessing over 95 years of expertise and knowledge, Diversey develops cleaning technologies that save lives, providing a
tailored, customer-centric approach that empowers sustainable solutions. Protecting and improving the environment, they
operate with their customers’ needs at the heart of everything they do. Diversey’s ethical commitment is implicit in all their
products and everyday relationships with their staff, their customers and our planet. These ethics drive their commitment as
pioneers of the future and creators of connection and innovation.



Arrival
Journey of the guest from arrival 

to the hotel until their room.

Rooms
Measures taken to keep rooms 

safe and sanitised.

Food & Beverage
Journey and experience in 

restaurants.

Leisure
Sanitising and keeping pools, 

gyms and spas ready.

Business
Measures taken in Meeting 

Rooms and Business Lounges.

Departure
Advance checkouts and safe 

distances.
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6 Main Touchpoints 
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Touchless parking experience 

Car disinfection

Valet ticket validation

System breakdowns

Driver’s PPE

Driver’s hygiene practices
5
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Valet Parking – QR Code Valet Parking - Validation

At restaurant or 
reception, the guest 

can validate the 
parking ticket by 

showing the token 
number in SMS or by 
clicking on the link in 
SMS to load the QR 
Code to show the 

front desk or 
restaurant staff.

Valet Parking - Validation

Upon validation by 
front desk or restaurant 

staff, guest will get 
another SMS 

confirming the ticket 
validation. Guest goes 
to the valet and shows 

the SMS or the QR 
Code/Bar Code on 

mobile for car retrieval.

Valet Parking - Retrieval

Valet driver scans the 
QR Code from the 

guest’s mobile/enter 
the token number and 
process the token for 
validation. Retrieval 
request goes to Key 

Collector. Car is 
brought back from 

parking and handed 
over to the guest. 

Self Parking

Guest arrives and 
valet driver receives 
the car. Valet driver 

scans the barcode on 
valet card, takes 
guest’s mobile 

number & enters it in 
the mobile app. Guest 

receives SMS with 
token number as well 

as link.

The hotel has 
implemented self park 

to safeguard guests 
and ensure 
contactless 

experience. A 
designated area will 
be provided to self 

parking guests.
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Driver’s Hygiene Driver’s PPE

Gloves should be 
changed when 

contaminated or 
every 2 hours. Masks 
should be changed 
when contaminated 

or every 8 hours. The 
team is well trained 
on how to use PPE.

Valet – Physical Ticket

If the guest is not 
willing to share the 

mobile number, then 
normal flow continues
and the physical ticket 
valet card will be given 

to the guest. 
(Existing method)

System Breakdown

In case of a system 
breakdown, the 

existing method of 
physical valet ticket  

will be followed.

Car Disinfection

Drivers to bathe at least 
once daily. Oral 

hygiene (brushing of 
teeth) is required. Use 
deodorant to minimise
body odour. Clean and 
trimmed fingernails at 
all times. Wash hands 
regularly and wear PPE 

while on duty.

Every car and car key 
is disinfected by 

SterilOx ULV Fogger 
on arrival and 

departure. Steering 
wheel covers are used 

by drivers and 
sanitisers are kept at 

every valet desk.
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Mandatory temperature checks 
at entrance

Guest luggage disinfection

Revolving doors with motion 
sensors

Hotel door opening

Sanitisation of  door handles, 
surfaces and buttons

Minimised dedicated entry points
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Door Opening & 
Revolving Doors

Guest Luggage 
Disinfection

Every guest luggage 
has to be disinfected 
and cleaned by the 

SterilOx ULV Fogger 
machine before being 

scanned at the 
concierge scanning 

area.

Surface Sanitisation

Dedicated 
housekeeping cleaners 
sanitise door handles, 
surfaces and buttons 
every 2 hours with 

Virex II 256 sanitisation
spray.

Dedicated Entry Points

The entry points 
minimised for outside 
guest access to have 

more control over the 
microscopic hazard 

entry to the premise. It 
is ideal to have a single 

main access for the 
guests and one single 
entrance for the staff.

Temperature Checks 

Dedicated associates 
open doors for guests. 
Guests are advised to 

use automated revolving 
doors. Revolving doors 
with motion sensors are 

available at hotel 
entrance.

Temperature checks 
at the entrance are 
mandatory (thermal 

camera). Guests with 
temperatures higher 
than 38° are taken to 
a dedicated meeting 
room to be further 

checked by a nurse. 
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Hygiene and social distancing markings

Ambassadors’ PPE

Reception Guidelines

Contactless check-in 
formalities

Disinfection of keys, pens, POS 
machines, ATMs and other 
equipment

Fully automated sanitisation
station
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Fully Automated 
Sanitisation Station 

Hygiene and Social 
Distancing Markings

Safety, hygiene and 
other instructions are 
given to guests while 
signage stands at the 
reception are placed 
as marks to maintain 

social distancing. 

Disinfection of Keys, Pens, 
ATMs and more

Room keys are disinfected 
before being given to 

guests. Pens being used are 
sanitised and covered with 
plastic. POS machines and 

all other equipment are 
disinfected before and after 

use. ATM is disinfected 
every 2 hours and a 

sanitiser stand is placed 
beside the machine.

Ambassadors’ PPE

All ambassadors wear 
masks and gloves, at all 
times. Gloves should be 

changed when 
contaminated or every 
2 hours. Masks should 

be changed when 
contaminated or every 
8 hours. The team is 

well trained on how to 
use PPE.

Contactless Check-in 
Formalities

Fully automated 
sanitisation station 

present at the reception 
for guest usage. The 

station to have masks, 
gloves and a disposal 

bin. 

Temperature checks 
at the entrance are 
mandatory (thermal 

camera). Guests with 
temperatures higher 
than 38° are taken to 
a dedicated meeting 
room to be further 

checked by a nurse. 
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Reception



Escalator UV disinfection

Elevator button disinfection

Elevator markings and safety guidelines
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Guidelines followed by guests and ambassadors at elevators and escalators 

Elevators & Escalators
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Elevator Markings and 
Safety Guidelines Escalator UV disinfection

UV disinfection 
device installed on 

escalators to disinfect 
the escalator railings 

round the clock.

Elevator button 
disinfection

Buttons inside and 
outside the elevator 
along with floor and 
other areas sanitised

by housekeeping every 
2 hours. 

Hand sanitiser
dispensers installed 
outside elevators on 

every floor.

Safety instructions are 
placed outside the 

elevator limiting number 
of guests as per safety 
guidelines. Elevator 
floors are marked to 
ensure guests do not 

face each other.
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Hand sanitisers
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Guest Rooms

Bed cleaning and sanitisation

Water testing and A/C 
cleaning and disinfection

Guest room deep 
cleaning

Monthly ICP comprehensive 
disinfection programme

Outside food delivery 
protocol
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Measures to minimise risk in guest rooms

Guest Rooms



Water Testing and A/C 
Cleaning and Disinfection

Outside Food Delivery 
Protocol

Food delivery drivers 
will have to enter 

through the Sanitisation
Tunnel, get their 

temperature checked 
and be provided with 
new gloves to be able 
to deliver food to in-

house guests/residents. 

Guest Room Deep 
Cleaning

After checkout, deep 
cleaning of the room with 
Virex II 256 on frequently 

touched areas such as 
telephone, remote control, 
chair and chair handles, 
table, toilet door handle, 

toilet seat, hand wash taps, 
shower taps, iron machine 

and electrical switches.

ICP Comprehensive 
Disinfection Programme

ICP comprehensive 
programme to disinfect 
the air and the surfaces 
by professional partner 
on monthly basis in all 
the rooms and public 

areas.

Bed Cleaning and 
Sanitisation

Air and water testing is 
performed in rooms to 
maintain quality and 

avoid bacteria 
development and A/C 
ducts, filters and grills 

are cleaned and 
disinfected on a regular 

basis.

Beds are cleaned every 
month with steam 

vacuum cleaners and  
Ozone Disinfectant 

Device is placed in the 
room after every 

checkout to disinfect 
the room. Hand 

sanitisers are placed at 
regular intervals on the 

floors. 
15
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‘Sanitisation
Complete’ room seal

16

Guest Rooms

Sanitisation norms signage 
around hotel

Housekeeping team’s PPE

Turn down services 
availability upon 
request

Electronic features 
available via room 
iPads/TVs

Handle disinfection

7

8
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Measures to minimise risk in guest rooms

Guest Rooms
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‘Sanitisation Complete’ 
seal & Door Handles Housekeeping Team’s PPE

All ambassadors wear 
masks and gloves, at all 

times. Gloves to be 
changed when 

contaminated or every 
2 hours. Masks should 

be changed when 
contaminated or every 
8 hours. The team is 

well trained on how to 
use PPE.

Electronic Features via 
Room iPads/TVs

E-newspapers, Laundry, 
Room Service instructions 
and In-Room Dining are 

made available via 
iPads/TVs.

Turndown services 

Turndown service is 
available upon request 

to ensure minimal 
contact. Guests who 

require turndown 
service need to call 
Service Plus before 

5PM to inform 
housekeeping 
accordingly.

Sanitization Norms 
Signage around Hotel

‘Sanitisation Complete’ 
seals are placed in 

rooms upon sanitisation
completion. 

Housekeeping staff 
disinfect door handles 

during the housekeeping 
procedure, before the 

room delivery and after 
checkout.

Signage highlighting 
sanitisation norms 

being followed placed 
around the hotel.

. 
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Restaurant 
Guidelines

Outlet sanitisation

Team’s PPE

Type of service

Restaurant capacity and 
social distancing

Sanitisation of restaurant 
elements

Team etiquetteBread and food service

Guest sanitisation stations
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Disposable mats and sealed 
cutlery

Sealed drinks service

6

Touchless menu and payment

10

Measures to minimise risk in restaurants

Food & Beverage



Distance PPE

All ambassadors wear 
masks and gloves, at all 
times. Gloves should be 

changed when 
contaminated or every 2 
hours. Masks should be 

changed when 
contaminated or every 8 
hours. The team is well 
trained on how to use 

PPE. 

Family

Only one family per table 
is allowed to dine at a 

time. Nonfamily members 
such as group of friends 
are not allowed to gather 

on one table. 

Arrival

Reservations for tables 
will be required in order 

to avoid crowding.

Capacity

Maintaining a distance  
of 2 metres between 
tables to provide safe 

distance between guests. 

Reduction of the 
number of seats to 30%, 

not exceeding the 
maximum seating 

capacity.
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Sanitisers Pens

Pens are sanitised and 
covered with plastic.

Cashier

POS and PDQ machines 
are sanitised before and 

after usage. 

Cleaning

Hand sanitisation desk is 
allocated in all outlets for 

guests to use.

All high-touch surfaces 
such as tables, chairs, 

condiments, door 
handles, etc. are 

frequently disinfected. 
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Food & Beverage

Outlet

ULV SterilOx Fogging 
Machine used to sanitise
the air and outlet twice, 

daily.

Guest Journey | Food & Beverage



Disposable Napkins Wrapped Items

Cutlery (wrapped into 
pockets) and paper 

placemats are placed 
when orders are being 

taken. 

Menu

Menus will be placed 
under the glass covering 
on the tables. This will 

encourage no contact with 
physical menus.

Sealed Drinks

Pre-packed disposable 
napkins along with 

disposable aprons & 
gloves for the staff are 

used.

All open glassware is 
covered. Service is 
performed in closed 

containers.
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Food & Beverage

Food Service

All food is served covered 
with cloches. Bread is 
served in disposable 
napkins or in a paper 

bag, if requested.

Guest Journey | Food & Beverage



Guest ItemsPPE

Sanitisers and wet wipes 
are made available for 
guests to help sanitise

and clean phones/credit 
cards.

Proper PPE (gloves and 
masks) made available 

for all guests.

22
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Kitchen 
Guidelines

Cleaning of all food material

Usage of approved kitchen 
sanitisation agents*

Social distancing of work stations

Limited menu offering

Sanitisation of kitchens 
and equipment

Minimum number of ambassadors

Ambassadors’ PPE

Usage of autoclave machine
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Measures to minimise risk in kitchens

Kitchen

*List of all chemical agents used in page 38 



Disposable Minimal Contact

Workstations are placed in 
a way that ambassadors 
are not facing each other 

and can maintain 
appropriate social 

distancing.

Menu

Run limited menus and 
ramp-up in a phased 

manner.

Limited Manning 

All ambassadors wear 
disposable masks, gloves, 

hair nets and all other 
safety gears.

Number of ambassadors 
required is limited to a 

minimum and 
ambassadors are 

organised into teams to 
reduce interactions 

between.

24

Kitchen
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Cooked Food

Menus tweaked  to 
include more options of 
cooked food rather than 

raw food.



Kitchen Tools

All tools get sanitised after 
each use.

Sanitising Agents

Proper cleaning of 
vegetables, meats and all 
other materials that are 
required in the kitchens.

Kitchens use approved 
sanitising agents to 

disinfect.
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Kitchen

Ambassador Journey | Kitchen *List of all chemical agents used in page 38 

Products Autoclave

Autoclave machine for all 
cooking equipment, 

ladles, etc. being 
assessed.



Gyms and equipment 
disinfection routine

Workout videos prepared 
during gym closure

Closure of pool area and disinfection 
protocol upon opening

26
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Measures to minimise risk at leisure facilities

Leisure



Gym Workout Video

Workout videos by brand 
are made available and 
shared on social media 
channels and YouTube.

Outdoor Workout

Alternate options of 
workouts such as walk in 
the park are suggested.

Sanitisation

To limit the number of 
guests in the gym at the 
same time, pre-booking 
will be required to allow 

social distancing.
Free weights and 

machines disinfection 
several times a day. 
Sanitisation stand 

available for guest usage.

Gym will be closed 3 
times daily to properly 

disinfect every equipment 
by using the ULV SterilOx

Fogging Machine and  
Sanosil Sanitisation Spray.
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Leisure

Health Channels

Yoga sessions or health 
channels included for 

guests to follow.

Guest Journey | Leisure



Manned coffee machine stations

Disinfection of desks, 
equipment and work area

Sanitisation station

Business
Usage of disposable table 
napkins

Covered glasses at desks

Meeting room capacity

Break time coordination

Ambassadors’ PPE

Cisco video conferencing

28
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Meeting Rooms

Business

5

Manned food stations and menu 
offering

10

11

6

Event livestreaming option



SchedulesCapacity

Different break times are 
coordinated between 
different rooms being 
used at the same day.

Reduction in original 
capacity per venue 

ensuring no mare than 
30% occupancy, as 

outlined by authorities.
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Coffee

Coffee machines are 
manned by hotel 

ambassadors on duty and 
only served in disposable 

cups.

Food Stations

All food items on tables 
are wrapped. Individual 

portions are served rather 
than big chafing dish 

presentations. 
Food stations to be 
manned by chefs.

Canapés

Pass around canapés 
have skewers or small 

holders to place food in 
order to avoid direct 
contact with food.



Protection Disinfection

Each desk, equipment and 
work area is disinfected 

after guest usage.

Glasses on tables are 
covered with paper lids 
or placed upside down 

on coasters.

30

Meeting Rooms

Work Desk

Adequate space between 
work desks is kept.

Guest Journey | Meeting Rooms

Healthy Food

Healthy and immunity 
boosting food options 
are made available for 
coffee breaks. Bento 

box lunches are made 
available.

Sanitisation

Hand sanitiser unit with 
gloves & masks is made 

available.
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Meeting Rooms

Livestream

Livestream options are 
made available for events 
to different locations and 
countries with  highspeed 

broadband.

Guest Journey | Meeting Rooms

Disposable

Disposable paper 
napkins are used 
instead of linen.

PPE

All waiters, waitresses 
and other ambassadors 

on duty wear gloves and 
masks during set-up and 

service.

Technology

New technology to be 
made available in events 

using Cisco video 
conferencing. 

Marketing

EDMs/other marketing 
collateral to be designed 

highlighting the measures. 
Collateral to include 

videos.  



Maximum capacity and 
social distancing

Work station
disinfection

Business 
Lounges

32
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Business Lounges

Business



Work Station DisinfectionMaximum Capacity and 
Social Distancing

Each desk, equipment
and work area is 

disinfected after guest 
usage.

Adequate space is 
maintained between 
work desks, based on 

maximum allowed 
number of guests per 

area.

33
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Measures taken to minimise risk upon checkout

Departure

Crowd Surplus

Electronic Checkout

Advance Checkout

Sanitisation

Social Distancing



E-Checkout Advance Checkout

Guests are advised to 
inform the team about 

checkout plans in 
advance so that bills 
can be made ready.

Social Distancing Marks

Signage stands at the 
reception are placed 
as marks to maintain 

social distancing. 

Sanitisers

Fully automated 
sanitisation station 

present at the 
reception for guest 
usage. The station 
will have masks, 

gloves and a disposal 
bin. Wet wipes are 

made available at the 
reception for guest 

usage. 

Crowd Surplus

E-checkout 
encouraged where 

possible by emailing 
the bill and accepting 

online payments.

Separate checkout 
area in case reception 

is overcrowded.

35
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Essential guidelines to be followed throughout the hotel

Other Guidelines

Guidelines

Disinfection of all indoor areas

Referral to WHO and government 
health authorities’ guidelines

Water testing is performed 
every quarter

ICP comprehensive disinfection 
programme Disinfection of metallic surfaces

36
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Disinfection of Metallic 
Surfaces

Referral to Health 
Authorities’ Guidelines

WHO guidelines or 
local state & central 
government health 

authorities are 
referred to for 

additional 
information on 

appropriate 
disinfectants.

Quarterly Water Testing 

Water testing is 
performed every 

quarter.

ICP Comprehensive 
Disinfection Programme

ICP comprehensive 
programme to 

disinfect the air and 
the surfaces by 

professional partner 
on monthly basis in 

all the rooms and the 
public areas.

Disinfection of All Indoor 
Areas

For metallic surfaces 
like door handles, 
security locks, keys 
etc. 70% alcohol is 
used to wipe down 
surfaces where the 
use of bleach is not 

suitable.

All indoor areas are 
mopped with a 

disinfectant using 1% 
sodium hypochlorite 

or phenolic 
disinfectants.

37
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A list and description of all equipment used in the different touchpoints

Equipment & Agents

38
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Sanosil S006

You Can Write Here

SterilOx

You Can Write Here

Virex II 256

Agents

You Can Write Here

You Can Write Here

You Can Write Here

You Can Write Here

You Can Write Here

Clearwin UV Escalator 
System

You Can Write Here

Sanitisation Tunnel

You Can Write Here

Hikvision Thermal 
Camera

Equipment

*Click on name of Equipment or Agent for more details

https://www.sanosil.no/img/cms/Mer%20info/Sanosil-S006-Surface.pdf
https://www.sterilox.co/en/products
https://diversey.com/en/product-catalogue/virex-ii-256-one-step-disinfectant-cleaner-and-deodorant-04332
https://clearwin.altitudesystemsco.com/images/new_catalog_for_cleariwn.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15nmBEdlnqpNj_wG_OTEs3qwZPfcKMYnm/view?usp=sharing
https://www.hikvision.com/en/products/Thermal-Products/Thermography-thermal-cameras/temperature-screening-series/ds-2td2617b-3-pa/
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Ambassadors’ temperature checked

Ambassadors’ health status checked

Organisation of ambassador’s 
transport Transport

42
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Measures taken to minimise risk to and from hotels 

Transport



Ambassadors’ 
Temperature Checked

Organisation of 
Ambassador Transport 

Ambassador transport 
is organised in case 
public transport isn’t 
operational or isn’t 

safe.

Ambassadors’ Health 
Status Checked

Buttons inside and 
outside the elevator along 
with floor and other areas 

sanitised by 
housekeeping every 2 

hours. 
Hand sanitiser dispensers 

are installed outside 
elevators on every floor.

Temperature check 
points are set-up for 
ambassadors before 

boarding the bus and 
monitored twice daily 
(beginning and end of 
the shift). Ambassadors 
running temperature 
more than 38°C are 

asked to return home.

43
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Social distancing markings

Hand sanitisation

Clock in

Contactless check-in

44
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Measures taken to minimise risk during ambassador clock in and out

Clock in



Contactless Check-in Hand Sanitisation

Hand sanitisers are 
applied before and 

after clocking in and 
out.

Social Distancing 
Markings

Markings on the floor 
for social distancing 

are made visible at the 
clock in/out machines.

Contactless check-in 
methods

are in process for all 
ambassadors.

45
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Social distancing while 
exchanging uniforms

Steam press sanitisation of 
uniforms

Regular change of masks 
and gloves

Ambassador Uniforms

46
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Guidelines followed for ambassador uniforms

Suit up



Steam Press Sanitization of 
Uniforms

Regular Change of Masks 
and Gloves

All ambassadors wear 
masks and gloves, at all 
times. Gloves should be 

changed when 
contaminated or every 2 
hours. Masks should be 

changed when 
contaminated or every 8 
hours. The team is well 
trained on how to use 

PPE.

Social Distancing

Ambassadors are 
trained to maintain 

social distancing while 
exchanging uniforms.

Uniforms are sanitised
via steam press or heat 

iron and exchanged 
daily as a norm.

47
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Ambassador Uniforms



Audit visits 

Ambassadors
Lockers

Training on sanitisation
etiquette

48

Social distancing and maximum 
capacity

2

3

Ambassador Journey | Ambassador Lockers
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Guidelines followed by ambassadors in the locker room

Ambassador Lockers



Social Distancing and 
Maximum Capacity Audit Visits 

Senior ambassadors 
audit staff to make sure 
hands are being wash 

properly and when 
needed. 

Training on Sanitization 
Etiquette

Ambassadors are 
educated on cough 
etiquette and hand 

washing techniques, 
verbally and via visible 

collateral. 

Number of employees at 
the lockers is regulated 
with social distancing 
norms being followed. 
Signage reminders on 
the maximum capacity 

are made visible.

49
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Maximum capacity allocation

50
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Measures taken to minimise risk at staff cafeteria

Ambassador Dining

Staggered shifts

Extension of cafeteria hours



Staggered Shifts Maximum Capacity 
Allocation

Usage of the cafeteria is 
restricted to 33% 

capacity at any given 
time. 

Extension of Cafeteria 
Hours

Cafeteria hours are 
extended to allow 

smaller groups and a 
15-minute closure 

period between groups 
to fully disinfect the 

area.

Shifts are staggered to 
avoid crowding.

51
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Ambassador Dining



Sanitisation of all supplies

Usage of WHO and Health 
Department approved sanitising
agents*

Vendor communication on 
expectation of hygiene standards

Change of gloves prior to 
receipt of every shipment

52
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Guidelines followed at the receiving area

Receiving Tools

Ambassador Journey | Ambassador Tools *List of all chemical agents used in page 38 



Approved Sanitising
Agents Vendor Communication 

Vendors advised on how 
goods are accepted and 
how their staff should 
arrive with necessary 

protective gear.

Gloves

Gloves to be changed 
after contamination.

Sanitising Supplies

WHO and Health 
Department approved 

sanitising agents used for 
cleaning items while area 

is sanitised at regular 
intervals.

All supplies fully 
sanitised before entering 

the stores and 
refrigerators. Secondary 
packages are disinfected 

in the receiving area 
and tertiary packages 
discarded with proper 
waste management. 
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Safety instructions placed 
inside elevators

Sanitisation of elevator 
elements

Social distancing markings
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Guidelines followed in service elevators

Service Elevators



Safety Instructions Placed 
Inside Elevators

Sanitization of Elevator 
Elements

Elevator floors, buttons 
and other areas that are 
touched are sanitised. 

Hand sanitiser dispensers 
installed outside 

elevators.

Social Distancing 
Markings

Elevator floors’ 
markings with 

directions to ensure 
ambassadors do not 
face each other and 

practice social 
distancing.

Safety instructions, 
including the number of 
employees allowed at 

one time, placed inside 
the elevator and made 

easily accessible.
.
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Health Check-ups
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Guidelines followed in ambassador clinic

Ambassador Clinic

Hotel Clinic

PPE

Temperature Checks

Safety Training
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Hotel Clinic PPE

Proper PPE made 
available for Safety 

Team.

Safety Training

Safety Team trained 
to handle and wear 
disposable PPE in 

case of evacuation of 
potential suspected 

case.

Temperature Checks

All ambassadors’ 
temperature checked 

twice a day.

Health Check-ups

Well equipped clinic 
operational within the 
hotel premises with a 

health partner.

Regular health check-
ups for ambassadors.
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Hygiene sanitisation virtual classes

Inform ambassadors of all COVID-19 related 
SOPs.
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Ambassadors trained to minimise risk

Ambassador Training



Covid-19 SOPsHygiene Virtual Classes

Each desk, equipment 
and work area is 

disinfected after guest 
usage.

Adequate space is 
maintained between 
work desks, based on 

maximum allowed 
number of guests per 

area.
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